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Client Hampshire Primary Care Trust - 4007152~0002 

Matter: Gosport inquests (Joint Instruction) 

Date ol Attenoance 

Fee Earner: 

Conference with Courts@ on 26 January 2009- 13:05. 

In atte nd8 nce: 

Briony Ballard Elaine Williams 

Dr Logan Kiran Bhogal 

Dr |an Reid 

Peter Mellor 

Lesley Humphrey 

Counsel started by indicating that she wanted to cover the following topics. 

1 The approach to the Coroner. 

2, Thedients’ approach to this Inquest. 

3. The evidence of Dr Reid. 

Dr Reid indicated that he had given 2 very detailed witness statements on the matters o1 
Packman and Spurgin~ He said he had been interviewed and cautioned bythe Police with 
Will Childs from RLB present. He does have copies of these statements and they run to two 

and a half folders. He thought he had been interviewed for some 20 hours, 

it was clear that these statemen ts had not been made available to anyone at the conference 

consideration and appeared to be content to deal with problems as they arise It was noted 
that only 2 of the families had representation, only the NHS appears to have given proper 
thought to this matter. 
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drug re(list ~r entdes and the statements He indicated he is nappy for additiona! disclosure 
ot documents from the NHS. 

Counse~ considered whst other evidence we may want to put into a bundle for the Coroner 

Docun ~u~s disclosed by the Police. A ~umber of documents have been disclosed bk, 
the Po ce including the prescription chads which should be included in the bund te~ 

2. The Pol ce produced a summary listof patients This was considered to be unhelpful 

c~ear that ~ his was no[ an agreed document to go to the other parbes or before the 
Jury 

3 BK F entdes. Counse~ asked that the relevant BNF for 1998/1999 be COpied a~d 

made available. This should be given to the Coroner. 

4 Guidance on the syringe driver. This was noted to be in the bundle of documents 
from the Police though itappeared to be undated 

5. The CH/Report 

6 Relevant guidance from the time in question. Counsel referred to binder 4 and to the 
[ollowing documents which should be included in the bundle for Counsel - 

Tab 7 - Administration of medicines programme for updating staff 1997 

Tab 8b - Admini stration of medicines policy for nursing staff 1997 

Tab 10 - Guidelines for the confirmation d death May 1998 

Tab 12 - Prescription ,writing policy (July 2000). 

Discussion took place in respect of further documentation available on the complaints [iles 
and an independent review was undertaken on one of the complaints It was agreed that KB 
would review the complaints files held by the PCT and make the impendent review available. 

A discussion took place in respect of Rule 43 and an explanation of its relevance. It was 
agreed that it was a problem for the NHS because we want to get cedain evidence in ~n 
respect of the changes that have taken place and the position in respect of the service now. 

This has been taken up in correspondence with the Coroner and ~said that he had 
written following the PIH. It was considered that the Coroner really did have a statutory 
ree uirement to look into issues under Rule 43 though it appears that he is not going to do so 

Counsel pointed out that it is a problem for the NHS in that we have broad facts given by the 
witnesses and issues of prescribing practice and policies called into question by the 2 
experts who will consider that there were failings. If the Coroner goes no fudher that will be 
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C~unse! pointed out that we ~,ould want the Coroner to widen the scope of his investiaation 
sl ght/y to provide this reassurance There is no restriction on what the NHS can qive the 
families ana we can send open correspondence to the Coroner and ask him to put addlt/o~a~ 
evidence in [ne bundle tot yes,oral consideration. We coulJ seek to persuade the Corone~ 
add itional evidence should be available to all interested parties for consideration. 

Peter Meltor’s view was that there were 2 main issues. Firstly the public wanted 
re assurance but secondly the families don’t appear to give a "damn" about wh at {~ 
happening ,,ow. they simply want "heads on a plate’L 

Elaine Williams pointed out the PCT have other problems in Hamoshire 
concemea about the media ana othel issues giving the service a poor public repu tahon., 
tl ~ County 

Kiran Bhoga/wondered whether we could use Rule 43 to get this evidence in. 

Counsel pointed out that whilst that maybe possible, as things stand at the momenl the only 
,ray to ge~ ~n/s evidence in is via Dr Reid Do we have another witness who can deal ~ith 
this issue for us? 

It was noted that Lesley Humphrey had been identified as an appropriate witness 

a discussion it was agreed that Lesley was able to provide evidence to put the matter into 
context and her experience and management of the system was such that she could go 
through the factual changes and explain the current situation within the service. She could 
not deal with the reasoning behind decisions taken by Directors over the years, but that was 
not necessary. Leslie could produce the table in response to the CH report. She could no! 
discuss 1990s management reasoning 

decide whether or not to proffer up Lesley’s statemenL 

Counsel asked whether the client wanted Lesley’s statement in. The PCT indicated that 
they did and Peter Mellor was in ag reement although his concerns were slightly differenL As 
he had already outlined. 

Lesley wondered whether or not the information could be shared in another way and not 
through the Co u~. 

Counsel indicated that she wanted to get the evidence orally/into Court if possible or 
alternatively to give the Coroner and other parties agreed documents indicating the level o1 
service provision currently. However Counsel preferred to give the evide nce in a contextual 
context. 

~sointed out that we had good liaisons with the Coroner currently and ~ pc,nted out 
that it was necessary to g et this evidence into the public domain 

Peter Me/Ior considered that the SHA was seeking assurance about the level of the serwce 
and this had been provided by PHT. It appears that the SHA are reasonably content and he 
wondered whether the SHA could give a statement Kiran Bhogal wondered whether 
Richard Samuels was the right person. 
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Counsel wonc ered whethe r a brie! witness sta Lement from the SHA might be more 
appropriate and cou ld someone be indentified. She will be hopeful to get the Coroner to 
acceot ~his evidence and simply comment on it and provide public reassurance separately 
fro Y~ the ~nveStigation ~nto how these patients died. 

Peter Me/Ior was keen the press needed to have lhe reass urance and Kiran Bhogal 
i~dicaied fhai she ha o maG e contact with the relevant BBC joumo. 

Counsd noted that there was ~o interest from the Coroner for any addifiona! expert 
evidence. Wheihe~ or not be was go~ng to write to the experts to brief them on bse 
appropriate ouest~ons and evidence the inquest was not ciear~ ~indicated he was not 
confident The issue had been raised and was being chased in correspe~dence. /t was 
agreed that i~ the Coroner did write to the experts with a brief then we should seek copies of 
those letters. 

We needed to consider carefully what was our approach. 

It was thougM that Dr Reid would not be able to give evidence on the cause of death. 
Counsel noted the pro-formas which had been produced by the Coroner were designeo to 
assist the Jury to split off the evidence of the various experts for eadh individual patient, 
Counsel thought it would be a very difficult process for the jurors to undertake. 

Counsel considered the im portant question was whether or not we could defend the practice 
of immediatel y prescribing Diamorphine to be given as required if Dr Barton was not 
available Is this anticipatory procedure defensible? Was it accepted practice at the time? 

Dr Reid indicated he thought it wasn’t defensible in the absence of documented pain. He 
indicated that he had previously worked in Southampton and there, there had been a Doctor 
available full time and therefore this problem hadn’t arisen. He referred to previous 
~nvolvement with a GP and he didn’t recollect it happening with opiates like Diamorphine. Dr 
Logan sugg ested that if the patient is identified as dying then it is good practice to write up 
opiates and tranquilisers in anticipation. If it is fe!t the patienl was admitted for palliative care 
the aim s to reduce suffering and not either to prolong or to shorten life. So if a patient 
arrives with no prospect of improvement it is appropriate to write up drugs. /f the purpose of 
the admission is for rehabilitation then it would not be appropria ~e .... 

Counsel pointed out that we don’! have an independent view on the admission and condition 
of these patients and whether or not it is appropriate. Counsel pointed out that a central 
issue is whether or not we could defend ourselves and the practice and the only way to do 
thai might be to obtain an independent expert to defend our practice. Qf course (as Peter 
Mellor pointed ou t} a nd expert may not support our practice. At least then we would know 
where we stood. 

Counsel pointed out it was a question of causation - what caused the deaths, can it be linked 
to our Prescdbi ng practice? There are 4 possible short form verdicts and a narrative verdict. 
We need to defend b y getting the best possible verdict and neither of the experts called by 
the Coroner have addressed the relevant causation issue and Counsel was concerned that 
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get a defin ti de view on causation~ A discussion took place with regard to the role o! the 
expert evidence~ ~indicated whether or net Drs Reid and Logan could set us up with the 
quesuons ~o c~ss examine Black and Wilcock. Counsel sointed that an expert would be 
used tO review the medica~ evidence comment on the prescriptions and appropriateness 
ar:d consider the issue of causation ~ on the balance of probabilities ~ as fo whether or nol 

the~ contributed to the cause of death and how death was caused, it will be impo~ant thst 
they consider the situation on the basis of a care of the elderly and end of life ca e 

~wondered whether the relevant issue was in reality the administration ~from the drug 
charts and drug register~ rather then the prescription. ~t was considered the drug reg~ste~ 
was on~ indicative of the drug oe~n9 removed from the cabinet. On examination ot the 
register ~was not so sure about thaL 

Drs Reid and Logan were concerned about being dispassionate in this case and they 
suggested Professor Tallis in Manchester might be in a good position to give evidence on 
palliative care He is recently retired Dr Reid pointed out that patients today woutd be 
looked after by geriatdcians and it would not be palliative care. He thought that Dr Wilcock 
was a problem and he seemed to have an inability to put the deaths into the context of the 
likely prognos~s for the patients when they were admitted. We need to courster this 

Counsel pointed out she wanted to put simple questions as to the cause of death and the 
effect of the prescription on the balance of probability and keep it simple for the Jury 

Peter Mellor was concerned that evidence obtained at this stage should be cost effective 
though he wants to be supportive of Drs Reid and Logan° 

Counsel said the families will look at it from a different angle. They will regard the dosages 
as being inappropriate and that there was a "policy" of hastening death and therefore their 
view will be that on the balance of probability the prescription did cause the deaths. 

A discussion took place with reg ard to Dr Barton’s evidence and whether or not we could link 
~n with the MDU No one knew ,what they were doing or whether or not they had any 

evidence. ~pointed out that he thought they must have some evidence by now because 
they were due to face a GMC Hearing shortly 

I~ was agreeo that as far as evidence and assistance is concerned to h~p Counsel in cross 
examination of the experts we should: 

1. Contact the MDU to see whether or not they were prepared to share any evidence. 

2. Contact an independent expert (subject to cost), 

3 Ask Dr Reid and Logan to he/p, 

Dr Reid’s Evidence 

It was further agreed with Counsel that she would want to go through Dr Reid’s evidence 

from RLB. 
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was some questIon as to wl~ether or not this has been followed through by the NHS and the 

[he eady 1990s, ~pointed out that in his discussions with the RCN lega rep, he said treat 
they were not intending to make an issue out of this,. KB thought it needed look ng into 
fudher because she was ol the view thattf~e nurses wilt bring this matter up, We are no1 
sure of the a nswer, 

Counse! was content to deal ,with these issues on an "as and when basis". 

Dr Re~d indicated tr~a~ he was away o~/holiday tro~ 13 20 February 

TT: 2 hours 15 rains 
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